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FINANCIAL MARKET DASHBOARD

DEC. 30, 
2016 DEC. YTD 1 YEAR

EQUITY MARKETS % PRICE CHANGE (LC)

S&P 500 2,239 1.82% 9.54% 9.54%

S&P/TSX 15,287 1.36% 17.51% 17.51%

MSCI EAFE 1,684 3.33% -1.88% -1.88%

MSCI EM 862 -0.06% 8.58% 8.58%

FIXED INCOME (%) BASIS POINT CHANGE

US 10 Year Bond Yield 2.44 6.34 17.49 17.49

US 2 Year Bond Yield 1.19 7.53 14.06 14.06

CA 10 Year Bond Yield 1.72 13.60 32.70 32.70

CA 2 Year Bond Yield 0.75 4.40 26.60 26.60

CURRENCIES % PRICE CHANGE

CAD/USD 0.74 -0.01% 2.96% 2.96%

EUR/USD 1.05 -0.68% -3.18% -3.18%

USD/JPY 116.96 2.18% -2.71% -2.71%

COMMODITIES % PRICE CHANGE

WTI Oil (USD/bbl) 53.72 8.66% 45.03% 45.03%

Copper (USD/pound) 2.50 -4.42% 17.35% 17.35%

Gold (USD/oz) 1151.70 -1.63% 8.63% 8.63%

Financial markets ended 2016 on a bright note, especially in light of several economic and political 
surprises that rattled the markets throughout the year. Nevertheless, investors largely took these 
events in stride, while risk assets have been on a firm uptrend since the surprise US election results in 
November. Notably, the prospect for reflationary and pro-growth policies under a Trump presidency 
has sparked a rout in government bond markets, providing investors with a strong incentive to switch 
out of bonds and into equities during the final months of 2016.

Global equity markets posted some impressive results in December. 
Several major US equity exchanges soared to record highs as 
investors continued to cheer Donald Trump’s immediate focus 
on revitalizing the US economy, while Canadian stocks advanced 
alongside the surge in oil prices, maintaining their position of top-
performing developed equity market in 2016. Looking abroad, 
European stocks posted their biggest monthly gain in more than a 
year, while Japanese stocks rebounded meaningfully on the back of 
recent weakness in the yen. Finally, emerging market stocks failed to 
participate in the latest upswing amid fears that Trump will pursue 
a protectionist agenda, while the Fed’s forecast for a steeper rate 
trajectory in 2017 also curbed the appeal for emerging market assets.

The rout in global fixed income markets prevailed in December. 
Bond yields continued their ascent on the heels of an improving 
global growth backdrop, rising energy prices, and the corresponding 
revival in inflation expectations – compounded further by President-
elect Trump’s pledges for expansive fiscal policy. The surge in US 
and Canadian bond yields also spilled over into global fixed income 
markets, with both German and Japanese government bond yields 
returning to positive territory for the first time in almost a year.

In currency markets, the month of December was dominated by 
USD strength, as Trump’s growth-enhancing policy proposals 
bolstered the case for higher interest rates in the US. Accordingly, 
the Federal Reserve raised interest rates in December, while also 
adjusting its forecasted number of rate hikes for 2017 higher – both 
of which sent the greenback higher versus the euro and the yen. 
Surprisingly, the Canadian dollar managed to buck the global trend 
and held its ground, with the loonies resilience stemming from the 
profound recovery in oil prices.

Finally, the commodity backdrop produced some mixed results 
during the final month of 2016. Crude prices continued their march 
higher thanks to the late-November accord from both OPEC and 
non-OPEC members to curb production, while gold prices stumbled 
in the environment of increased risk appetite and the prospect for 
higher interest rates in the US, which has propelled the dollar higher 
and weighed on bullion prices.

Source: Bloomberg as of December 30, 2016.
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Canada GDP (MoM) Retail Sales (MoM)
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The Canadian economy took a breather and contracted 
by 0.3% in October, while retail sales soared 1.1% m/m, 
the third consecutive month of gains.
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CANADA

The Canadian economy got off to a slower start in the fourth 
quarter after four consecutive months of gains. Weakness was fairly 
widespread across the goods-producing sector, while the services 
sector managed to eke out a small advance. That being said, as we look 
ahead, the recovery in commodity prices, a competitive loonie, and 
stronger demand stateside should bode well for exports and business 
investment, while the Canadian consumer stands to benefit from the 
lagged impact of fiscal support. On that note, Canadian retail sales 
soared by a stronger than expected 1.1% m/m in October, marking the 
third consecutive month of gains - a result of steady job gains and the 
family benefit payments from the Liberal government.

US Personal Spending (MoM) US Capital Goods Orders (MoM)
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While the consumer held back on spending in November 
(0.2% m/m), the corporate sector picked up the slack, 
with orders for business equipment rising 0.9% m/m.
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USA

The two main engines of growth in the US have revealed some mixed 
messages in the fourth quarter of 2016, as stagnant income levels 
kept consumers on the sidelines while businesses placed more orders 
for equipment. That said, we anticipate that Mr. Trump’s plans to 
bolster the economy will reinvigorate both consumer and business 
confidence as we head into 2017. Accordingly, the Federal Reserve 
raised interest rates in December for the first time in 2016, citing 
rising inflation expectations and an improving job market. However, 
the market was caught off guard by the Fed’s steeper projected path 
for interest rates in 2017, with participants now seeing three interest 
rate hikes next year (up from two previously).
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The global economy has been grinding 
higher, with all regions of the world 
contributing positively to the upswing.
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Global Manufacturing PMI’s
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INTERNATIONAL

 The Global Manufacturing PMI bottomed in the spring of 2016 and 
has since risen to its highest level since late-2014. Encouragingly, the 
move has been fairly broad based, with notable improvements in the 
US, Eurozone, Japan, and even China - consistent with an improving 
global economic backdrop in general. Notably, the Eurozone finished 
2016 with the strongest momentum in over five years, thanks in part 
to the cheaper euro, while the growth backrop in Japan also appears 
to be on the mend, as unprecedented stimulus measures begin to 
bear fruit. Finally, economic momentum in China has extended into 
year-end, with both industrial production and retail sales climbing 
by more than expected, while inflationary pressures have resurfaced.

 

Source: Bloomberg as of December 30, 2016.

Source: Bloomberg as of December 30, 2016.

Source: Bloomberg as of December 30, 2016.
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The information and opinions herein are provided for informational purposes only and are subject to change. The information provided herein does not constitute investment advice and it should not be relied on 
as such. It should not be considered a solicitation to buy or an offer to sell a security. Performance figures pertaining to composites are aggregations of the performance of one or more client portfolios or pooled 
funds that represent similar investment strategies. Further information on the investment strategy of composites and pooled funds managed by Fiera Capital Corporation or its affiliates can be found at www.
fieracapital.com.  All performance data is time weighted and assumes reinvestment of all distributions or dividends and does not take into account other charges or income taxes payable that would have reduced 
returns. Valuations and returns are computed and stated in Canadian dollars, unless otherwise noted. Past performance is no guarantee of future results and other calculation methods may produce different 
results. Individual account or fund performance will vary. Information pertaining to Fiera pooled funds is not to be construed as a public offering of securities in any jurisdictions of Canada. The offering of units of 
Fiera pooled funds is made pursuant to the funds’ respective trust agreements and only to those investors in jurisdictions of Canada who meet certain eligibility or minimum purchase requirements. Important 
information about Fiera pooled funds, including a statement of the fund’s investment objective, is contained in their trust agreements, a copy of which may be obtained from Fiera Capital Corporation. Unit values 
and investment returns will fluctuate. Please read the trust agreement of the pooled funds before investing.  Pooled funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be 
repeated. Unless otherwise noted, index returns are presented as total returns, which reflect both price performance and income from dividend payments, if any, but do not reflect fees, brokerage commissions 
or other expenses of investing. The index comparisons in this presentation are provided for informational purposes only and should not be used as the basis for making an investment decision. Furthermore, the 
performance of the composite and the index may not be comparable. There may be significant differences between a composite and the indices referenced, including, but not limited to, risk profile, liquidity, 
volatility and asset composition.

*Legal Notice to U.S. Persons:   Fiera Capital Corporation (“Fiera Capital”) does not provide investment advisory services, or offer investment funds, in the United States or to U.S. persons.  Investment advisory 
services for U.S. persons are provided by Fiera Capital’s U.S. affiliates (the “U.S. Advisers”).  Any investment advisory services of Fiera Capital provided to U.S. persons are (or were) provided by the U.S. Advisers, in 
each case pursuant to a “participating affiliate” arrangement with Fiera Capital in accordance with applicable guidance of the staff of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”).  The U.S. Advisers 
are SEC-registered investment advisers.  Unless otherwise indicated, all dollar figures are expressed in Canadian dollars.


